GENESIS gV80

The all new GENESIS GV80 has an innovative design and outlook that embodies the future identity of GENESIS.
Succeeding the design identity of athletic splendor with impeccable balance, elegance, and tenacity
while bolstering the absolute values of luxurious spacing, refined performance, and intricate comfort and safety,
GV80 captures the classiness and confidence of genuine luxury.

As the very first SUV model from the brand, GV80 takes you on a new journey with its avant-garde philosophy
and vision through the athleticism and elegance exclusive to GENESIS.

EXTERIOR

GENESIS GV80 integrates the athleticism of an SUV and
elegance of a sedan to deliver a dynamic premium SUV
through the athletic elegance of the muscular hood and
tenacious bumper design, and the bold presence of its
crest grille and quadlamps.

Full LED headlamps _ The slim space separating the upper and lower headlamps embodies

22" Sputtering Wheel Michelin tires _ Wheels with a stylish and

Full LED rear combination lamps _ Full LED rear combination lamps deliver the high-tech SUV

the brand identity of GENESIS that adds to the presence of the athletic front design.

luxurious design and large tires complete the proportionate look

look on top of a muscular low and wide rear design.

of a sporty SUV.

Gold Coast Silver (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential / 5 passengers / 22" sputtering wheels & Michelin tires / full package

Cardiff Green (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential / 7 passengers / 22" sputtering wheels & Michelin tires / full package)

INTERIOR

A wide cabin utilizing a horizontal layout that stresses
the beauty of simplicity on top of a bold design identity and
ergonomics, combined with an improved user experience
along with the application of intricate materials and colors
offer a premium interior.
Urban Brown / Vanilla Beige Two-tone (Vanilla Beige Seats), (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential /
5 passengers / Signature Design Selection II (Olive Ash real wood) full package included

Ultramarine Blue / Dune Beige Two-tone (Dune Beige seats), (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential /
5 passengers / Signature Design Selection I (G-MATRIX patterned aluminum) full package included

Crash pad with synthetic leather binding _ The crash pad is finished with soft-textured synthetic leather

G-Matrix patterned aluminum interior _ G-Matrix patterned real aluminum is used

binding creating an elegant interior through refined stitching.

throughout the interior to maximize elegance.

Two-tone leather steering wheel _ A leather steering wheel with a superior grip completed

Prime Nappa leather-appointed interior _ The interior is appointed with Nappa leather,

by a two-toned color design delivers the exclusive experience of GENESIS’ uniqueness

finished with the highest degree of craftsmanship exemplified by refined details. The

transcending luxury.

Nappa leather upholstery boasts an unrivalled natural texture and luxury from G-Matrix
pattern quilting.

Urban Brown / Vanilla Beige Two-tone (Vanilla Beige seats), (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential /
7 passengers / Signature Design Selection II (Olive Ash real wood interior) full package included

Cardiff Green (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential / 7 passengers / 22" sputtering wheels & Michelin tires / full package)

CONVENIENCE

GENESIS GV80 offers a premium driving experience characterized by comfort and pleasure through high-tech
convenience features such as the optimum infotainment environment created through cutting-edge AI,
connected-car technologies and an innovative air-conditioning system.

Maroon Brown / Smokey Green Two-tone (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential /
7 passengers / Signature Design Selection II (Olive Ash real wood interior) full package included
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14.5" infotainment system and 12.3" 3D cluster display _

GENESIS integrated controller _ Instead of complicated

Voice recognition vehicle control _ Operating the

Touch-type air-conditioning panel (haptic feedback included) _

GENESIS digital key _ Without a separate physical key, drivers

GENESIS Car Pay _ Pay at affiliated shops and stores highlighted

The 14.5" infotainment system, the largest ever offered in its

keyboard input, the handwriting recognition features of the

air-conditioning system, windows, sunroofs, and the trunk

Air-conditioning for the 2nd row seats can be controlled with a single

can lock and unlock doors or even start the engine using

on the navigation display through GENESIS Car Pay without

class with outstanding visibility, and a wide range of

integrated controller make it easier and faster to set settings

through voice commands ensures improved safety and

touch. The touch-type air-conditioning control panel allows users

GENESIS Digital Key on their phones and can share the digital

a credit card for greater convenience.

convenience features, as well as a large 12.3" 3D cluster display

and enter navigation information.

convenience.

to activate and adjust the air purification system including the

key with their family and friends.

with a UHD LCD provide an improved user experience and a

fine dust detector, prefilters, and high-performance combination

cutting-edge, sophisticated visual appearance.

filters, significantly reducing dust particle concentration inside the
passenger cabin, thereby ensuring a pleasant interior atmosphere.
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ERGO Motion Driver Seats _ GENESIS GV80 features ergonomic ERGO Motion Seats with 7 air pouches that offer the ultimate in seating comfort while driving. Furthermore,
the motion seats optimize vehicle conditions by recognizing individual drivers while the smart seating posture adjustment system offers recommended seating positions.

Power and ventilated 2nd row seats _ The comfort adjustment functions including power 2nd row seats

3rd row power folding seats _ The easy-to-use touch of a button function on the luggage side allows even

(for reclining, sliding, and tilting), one-touch relax, and 2nd and 3rd row power folding seats offer 2nd row

children to fold down the 3rd row seats while the rear-seat configuration feature allows folding of

passengers a level of comfort close to that of a luxury sedan. In addition, the driver can adjust the 2 row

the headrest of those seats for ultimate convenience.

nd

seats and fold down the 2nd and 3rd row seats from the infotainment system without having to exit
the vehicle through the rear-seat configuration feature.

AGR (Aktion Gesunder Rucken e.V, Germany) Certification
Campaign for Healthier Backs, or Aktion Gesunder Rucken e.V., bestows its international seal of approval to outstanding
back-friendly products, such as car seats, after rigorous evaluation by its panel of orthopedic surgeons on how the seats
can be adjusted to prevent discomfort and the impact of seat structures on back posture.

* The features introduced in this brochure may vary from model to model.

Urban Brown / Vanilla Beige Two-tone (Vanilla Beige Seats) Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential /
7 passengers / Signature Design Selection II (Olive Ash real wood interior) full package included

* The features introduced in this brochure may vary from model to model.

PERFORMANCE

GENESIS GV80 offers an elegant and athletic premium SUV experience through a comfortable and
balanced driving experience with a more powerful, high-performance engine.

Diesel 3.0

278

Maximum output
(PS/3,800rpm)

60.0

Maximum torque
(kg·m/1,500 ~ 3,000rpm)

11.8

Combined fuel economy(km/ℓ)
2WD, 5 passengers, 19"

Cardiff Green (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential / 7 passengers / 22" sputtering wheels & Michelin tires / full package)

AWD System (electronic limited-slip differential, or e-LSD) _ Power is optimally distributed in accordance with off-road, on-road or other various driving conditions. The use of the AWD system that tracks vehicle speed
and road conditions to control power between the left and right wheels, and the e-LSD that balances power between the front and rear wheels ensures stability while driving on rough roads.

Electronically controlled suspension with road preview _ This system recognizes the surface conditions

All driving mode / terrain mode _ Drivers can switch between Comfort, Eco, Sport, or Custom driving modes

of the road ahead through a front-facing camera and GPS navigation, and controls the suspension to

according to personal needs or driving conditions. Drivers can also switch between Mud, Sand,

optimize for such conditions to ensure the ultimate in driving comfort and safety.

or Snow terrain conditions to balance power between wheels for outstanding off-road performance.
The current status of the driving mode is shown on the cluster display and the infotainment system.

New platform _ GV80 uses an optimized new platform for rear-wheel drive SUVs that incorporates a new suspension structure which provides ultimate driving performance while light weight technology and
a reinforced SUV frame ensure driving stiffness. An aluminum body is used for the doors, hood, and tailgate. The average tensile strength of the body was increased significantly to ensure the best collision safety in its class.
Hot stamping plates were used over a wider area around the passenger compartment to bolster passenger safety as our number one priority.

Lexicon 18 speaker system (QuantumLogic Surround) _ This QuantumLogic Surround system offers a clear, dynamic sound
without distortion and provides more powerful multi-dimensional surround sound.
Active road noise control _ This system feature is applied to detect tire vibration produced by the surface of the road and
10-airbag system _ 10 airbags, including GENESIS’ first center side

noise transmitted to the passenger compartment, and generates anti-phase sound waves in response through the vehicle’s speakers,

airbag and driver and front passenger airbags that are deployed

thereby reducing the noise and maintaining maximum tranquility.

after sensing the severity of the impact and the presence of
passengers, are installed to protect passengers against collisions

Double-glazed and acoustic laminated glass (front windshield and all doors) _ Acoustic laminated glass is applied to the front

from all directions.

windshield and the glass of the 1st and 2nd row doors to offer the ultimate in unrivalled tranquility inside the passenger cabin.

INTELLIGENT

GENESIS GV80 analyzes current driving conditions
automatically and offers maximum safety and
the ultimate driving experience through an active driver
assistance system.
Cardiff Green (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential / 7 passengers / 22" sputtering wheels & Michelin tires / full package)

Highway Driving Assist II (Lane Change Assist included) _ On highways and motorways, this system maintains a safe distance from the vehicle in front and steers the vehicle to keep it centered in its lane at a speed preset by
the driver. It also provides steering assistance when changing lanes by recognizing conditions in adjacent lanes when the turn signal indicator is switched on.

Smart Cruise Control with Driver Patterns Incorporated _ The cruise control system, powered by machine learning,
picks up on the driving behaviors of the driver and controls the vehicle in a manner similar to the driver once
the cruise control is activated.
Navigation-Based Smart Cruise Control _ This system, once it is switched on, ensures safe driving by automatically
adjusting vehicle speed within safe driving zones, curved sections and ramps on highways and motorways through

Lane Maintenance Assist _ This system recognizes the lane via a front-facing camera

GPS navigation connectivity.

and helps steer the vehicle to keep it centered in its lane.
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Driver Attention Alert _ A built-in interior camera and sensors

Rear Collision Prevention Asist _ During lane changes, if there

Surround view monitor _ Cameras provide the driver with a

ensure safety by monitoring the driver’s line of vision and if the

is a risk of a potential collision with vehicles approaching rapidly

360-degree 3D view of the surroundings and other images to

driver is deemed to have taken his or her eyes off the road, the

from the rear and sides, the system helps avoid the collision

facilitate safe parking.

system alerts the driver by sounding an alarm with a warning

through differential braking. The system also detects possible

message on the cluster display.

collisions with vehicles approaching from the rear and the left

Remote Parking Assist System _ This system inspects the parking

and right when the vehicle moves forward out of a parking spot

spot and controls the steering wheel, vehicle speed and gear

and applies the brakes, if necessary, to avoid a collision.

shift automatically to help the driver with parking or leaving the

01.

02.

Forward Collision Prevention Assist _ This system detects vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists in

Reverse Parking Collision-Avoidance Assist _ During low speed reverse

front of the vehicle and alerts the driver of a potential collision. Additionally, the system

driving, if pedestrians or objects are detected in the rear,

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Prevention Assist _ This system

activates the brakes if a collision is likely to occur.

the system alerts the driver of a potential collision and applies

monitors the areas to the left and right when the vehicle revers-

spot. A smart key allows the driver to activate the feature from

Also, with frontal and side radars installed, the system engages the brakes automatically to

the brakes if a collision is likely to occur.

es and alerts the driver of any approaching traffic on either side

outside the vehicle.

and applies the brakes, if necessary, to avoid a collision.

prevent collisions with vehicles approaching from the sides at intersections.
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FEATURES

265/55 R19 Pirelli tires & diamond cut wheels

Full LED headlamps

Lettering emblem

265/50 R20 Michelin tires & diamond cut wheels

Cardiff Green (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential /

Gold Coast Silver (Diesel 3.0 / AWD with electronic limited-slip differential /

265/40 R22 Michelin tires & sputtering wheels

5 passengers / 19" diamond cut wheels & Pirelli tires / full package)

5 passengers / 22" sputtering wheels & Michelin tires / full package)

Hidden muffler

Ghost door closing

Smart power tailgate

Ventilated & heated front seats

Air vents for 3rd row seats

Automatically operated rear seat door
curtains

Panoramic sunroof

Ambient mood lamps

Reverse guiding lamps

Safety exit assist

Suede-appointed interior

Haptic steering wheel

Paddle shifter

Front-seat wireless smartphone charger

Rear occupant alert

(Integrated dual muffler bumper not fitted)

Roof rack

Puddle lamps appointed with logo

Head-up display

* Make sure to check whether the wireless smartphone charger works with your smartphone model. Please refer to the monthly price table for more detailed features of each model.

YOUR GENESIS
We offer Your GENESIS product selections to help you find a GENESIS

GENESIS GV80 PURCHASE SELECTION PROCESSES

Basic trims

Engine / drivetrain

that fits all your needs.
Just as you discover a perfect fit with a bespoke tailored suit,
you may choose from a wide range of exterior and interior options along
with preferred cutting-edge convenience features on top of

Passengers

Exterior color

Wheels & tires

Interior design

Popular packages

Individual options

Package options

Basic selections

Options

(These are the specifications that are crucial for vehicle configuration. You must choose one of the following.)

(These are options that you may choose based on your preferences.)

Customizing

Basic selections
Engine / drivetrain

a basic trim for each engine type.

Exterior colors

Interior design
Standard Design [basic]

Metallic colors (glossy coating, 1 of the 8 colors) [basic]

- Natural leather seats, black high glossy interior

3.0 diesel / 2WD [basic]
3.0 diesel / AWD (with electronic limited-slip differential and Terrain mode)

Matt (matt finish, 1 of the 3 colors: Matterhorn white, Melbourne gray, Brunswick green)
※ Matt chrome is applied to exterior garnishing, including the bumpers and doors.

Signature Design CollectionⅠ
- Natural leather seats (with technical punching and piping details), G-Matrix pattern
aluminum interior, synthetic leather interior (crash pads and upper and lower door trims)

Wheels & tires

Passengers

265/55 R19 Pirelli tiers and diamond cut wheels [basic]

5 passengers [basic]
7 passengers (3rd row 5:5 seats (power folding) with air vents)

Signature Design SelectionⅡ
- Prime Nappa leather seats (with quilting and piping details), Prime Nappa leather interior (center console

265/50 R20 Michelin tires and diamond cut wheels

armrest and steering wheel horn cover), open-pore real wood and luxury suede interior (headlining, pillar

265/40 R22 Michelin tires and sputtering wheels

trims, etc.), synthetic leather interior (crash pads, upper and lower door trims, and center console quilted
center console knee pads), two-tone leather steering wheel, synthetic silk car mats

※ Two-tone steering wheel: Black mono-tone steering wheel for black mono-tone interior selected

Options
Popular Package
Popular Package

▶

Individual options

Head-up display, High-tech Package, Driving Assistance Package I, 2 Row Comfort Package

Panoramic sunroof

nd

Head-up display

※ Popular Package is a selection of consumer-favored options offered at a reasonable price.

Package options
Convenience Package

▶

Ergo Motion driver seat (18 directions, cushion extension, power bolster adjustment, and stretching mode included), ghost door closing

High-tech Package

▶

12.3" 3D cluster display, Driver Attention Alert, intelligent headlamp,

Driving Assistance PackageⅠ

▶

Surround view monitor, AR navigation, rear and side monitor, Remote Smart Parking Assist, and Reverse Parking Collision-Avoidance Assist

▶


Highway
Driving Assist II (Lane Change Assist included), Smart Cruise Control with Driver Patterns Incorporated, Navigation-Based Smart Cruise Control (on highway ramps), Forward Collision Prevention
Assist (for vehicles approaching from the front and sides at intersections and oncoming traffic when passing and steering assist to avoid collisions), and Pre-Active Seatbelts for front row seats

▶

 ower 2nd row seats (reclining, sliding, and tilting) and ventilated seats, automatically operated rear seat door curtains, 3 zone air-conditioning (2nd row LCD air-conditioning control included),
P
rear seat head neck rest cushion, rear seat make up mirror ※ For 7 passenger options, manual 2nd row seat sliding is offered.

Lexicon Sound Package

▶

Lexicon 18 Speaker System (QuantumLogic Surround) and active road noise control

Outdoor Package

▶

2nd row 220V power outlet, luggage screen, and luggage mats

Built-in Cam Package

▶

Built-in cams and supplemental battery ※ Recording power for up to 12 hours after parking

Driving Assistance PackageⅡ
2nd Row Comfort Package

Exterior colors

MATT

Interior colors

METALLIC

GARNISH

LEATHER

Matterhorn White [FT7]

Uyuni White [UYH]

Carbon Metal [N5M]

Cardiff Green [HT7]

Black High Glossy

G-Matrix Pattern Aluminum

Vanilla Beige [VNB]

Maroon Brown [NBD]

Melbourne Gray [ST7]

Savile Silver [SSS]

Royal Blue [RY5]

Vik Black [PH3]

Birch Real Wood

Metallic Pore Filler Ash Real Wood

Dune Beige [DUE]

Smokey Green [RGR]

Brunswick Green [PN7]

Gold Coast Silver [NA2]

Lima Red [FR7]

Olive Ash Real Wood

Black Ash Real Wood

Urban Brown [URB]

Ultramarine Blue [UBL]

Obsidian Black [NNB]

Obsidian Black Mono-tone (Obsidian Black seats) Natural leather seats

Obsidian Black Mono-tone (Obsidian Black seats) Natural leather seats (with technical punching and piping details)

Standard Design (Black High Glossy)

Obsidian Black/Vanilla Beige Two-tone (Vanilla Beige seats) Natural leather seats (with technical punching and piping details)

Black High Glossy

Obsidian Black/Vanilla Beige Two-tone (Vanilla Beige seats) Natural leather seats

Signature Design SelectionⅠ(G-Matrix pattern aluminum)

Signature Design SelectionⅠ(G-Matrix pattern aluminum)

G-Matrix pattern aluminum

Standard Design (Black High Glossy)

G-Matrix pattern aluminum

SIGNATURE DESIGN SELECTIONⅠ

Black High Glossy

STANDARD DESIGN

SIGNATURE DESIGN SELECTIONⅡ

Metallic Pore Filler Ash

Olive Ash

Black Ash

Olive Ash

Black Ash

Birch

Signature Design SelectionⅡ(Olive Ash real wood)

Metallic Pore Filler Ash

Signature Design SelectionⅠ(G-Matrix pattern aluminum)

G-Matrix pattern aluminum

Ultramarine Blue / Dune Beige Two-tone (Dune Beige seats) Natural leather seats (with technical punching and piping details)

Obsidian Black Mono-tone (Obsidian Black seats) Prime Nappa leather seats (with quilting and piping details)

Obsidian Black/Vanilla Beige Two-tone (Vanilla Beige Seats) Prime Nappa leather seats (with quilting and piping details)

Signature Design SelectionⅡ(Metallic Pore Filler Ash real wood)

Birch

Signature Design SelectionⅠ(G-Matrix pattern aluminum)

G-Matrix pattern aluminum

Urban Brown/Vanilla Beige Two-tone (Vanilla Beige seats) Natural leather seats (with technical punching and piping details)

Black Ash

Olive Ash

Olive Ash
Black Ash

Signature Design SelectionⅡ(Birch real wood)

Signature Design SelectionⅡ(Black Ash real wood)

Birch

Metallic Pore Filler Ash
Olive Ash

Ultramarine Blue/Dune Beige Two-tone (Dune Beige seats) Prime Nappa Seats (with quilting and piping details)

Black Ash

Birch

Signature Design SelectionⅡ(Birch real wood)

Maroon Brown / Smokey Green Two-tone (Smokey Green seats) Prime Nappa Leather seats (with quilting and piping details)

Birch

Urban Brown/Vanilla Beige Two-tone (Vanilla Beige seats) Prime Nappa Leather seats (with quilting and piping details)

MEMBERSHIP

SPECIFICATIONS

MOBILITY CARE

PRIVILEGE

Guaranteed for up to 5 years or 100,000km
- Applicable to the car body, general parts and engine, and major powertrain components

GENESIS Autocare Service (Autocare service at a requested time and location)
- This is a service that brings free maintenance services and GENESIS Mobility Care to the place and
time you prefer.
- Scope: GENESIS customers (G90/EQ900, G80, GV80, G70)

※ Warranties under Mobility Care will expire when either the mileage limit or the timeframe is reached.

Free replacement of disposable parts for up to three years or 60,000km
(engine oil set and four major disposable parts within the warranty period)
- Engine oil set - 3 times (3.0D), air conditioner filters - 3 times (3.0D), brake pads (front) - 1 time,
wiper blades (front) - 2 times, brake oil - 1 time, Home-to-home service - 3 times

※ For more information, please visit our website or contact GENESIS Customer Service.

※ The manufacturer’s replacement and exchange criteria shall apply to each replacement, and details of the replacement service may vary by
engine type.
※ Warranties under Mobility Care will expire when either the mileage limit or the timeframe is reached.

3-year disposable parts replacement notification services (IT-based total vehicle care)
- Vehicle check-up including mileage → Text message notifications of required repairs and parts replacement
→ Maintenance checks and repair services through Home-to-Home service

5-year GENESIS Connected Services at no cost
- For first-time subscribers, 5-year basic services (remote control, safety and security, vehicle
management, and navigation) are provided free of charge. Inquiries: GENESIS Connected Services
KakaoTalk Customer Service Center (enter “제네시스 커넥티드 서비스” (Genesis Connected Services)
in the KakaoTalk search window and add as a friend)
Simple and easy vehicle management based on GENESIS Connected Services and Home-to-Home services
- Service that you can always count on
	Detection of issues through GENESIS Connected

GENESIS Body Care Service
- This unrivaled vehicle appearance care service provides body repairs, painting, and replacement relating
to damage on the exterior surfaces of a newly purchased GENESIS.
GENESIS Butler Service
- Scope: GENESIS customers (For corporate customers, services are available for registered members of GENESIS or
for those who actually have purchased or are renting or leasing GV80.)
- Service consultation with individually designated service managers is offered (on weekdays between 9 a.m. to
6 p.m.)
- Notification of upcoming events such as disposable parts replacements, notification of trouble codes,
and maintenance scheduler alerts are provided for proper maintenance.

Website
www.genesis.com

Genesis
Connected
Services

Vehicle check-ups
Proactive alerts
and scheduling of
maintenance

Service Center
Bluehands

※ Contact: GENESIS Customer Service 080-700-6000

Services
	Maintenance announcements through the website or via
text messages
	(For significant issues, a recommendation for a visit to a
service center will be issued.)

- Services that anticipate your needs in advance
	GENESIS Connected Services notifies drivers of

Global Lifestyle Concierge
- Global Lifestyle Concierge is a customer center offering lifestyle-related
benefits and services around the world. Consultation services and
recommendations across diverse areas from hotels and airlines, dining,
golf and healthcare are offered.
※ Dedicated number to be provided via the membership guide.

1,715

GENESIS Privileges
Choose 1 from among the 5 choices according to preference.
- Hotel membership: Select 1 of the 10 affiliated hotels in Korea and
receive a hotel membership service for 1 year.
- Asiana Club: Enjoy all the benefits of Asiana Club as a Gold Member
for 2 years.
- Art & Culture: Receive benefits from various partners in the realm of art
and culture.
- Lifestyle subscription: Select flowers or coffee and receive subscriber
benefits for 1 year.
- Premium carwash: Receive either a premium carwash at home or
a premium Sonax carwash.
※ Details of GENESIS Privileges benefits will be offered via our website or the membership
guide.

Overall width (mm)

Displacement (cc)

Curb weight (kg)

Transmission

Grade

1,975

Fuel economy (km/ℓ)

CO 2
City

Highway

Combined

3.0 Diesel 2WD for 5 (19" tires)

2,996

2,135, 2,155(C)

Automatic 8-speed

3

164

10.5

13.7

11.8

3.0 Diesel 2WD for 5 (20" tires)

2,996

2,145, 2,165(C)

Automatic 8-speed

3

167

10.4

13.3

11.6

3.0 Diesel 2WD for 5 (22" tires)

2,996

2,160, 2,180(C)

Automatic 8-speed

3

167

10.4

13.3

11.6

Wheelbase (mm)

2,955

3.0 Diesel 2WD for 7 (19" tires)

2,996

2,185, 2,205(C)

Automatic 8-speed

4

173

10.1

12.8

11.2

Tread (front) (mm)

1,674

GENESIS BODY CARE SERVICES

3.0 Diesel 2WD for 7 (20" tires)

2,996

2,195, 2,215(C)

Automatic 8-speed

4

173

10.1

12.8

11.2

Tread (rear) (mm)

1,689

3.0 Diesel 2WD for 7 (22" tires)

2,996

2,210, 2,230(C)

Automatic 8-speed

4

173

10.1

12.8

11.2

This service is designed to offer the customer peace of mind about any repair costs incurred by unexpected damage to the vehicle exterior or unexpected increases in insurance premiums.

Engine type

I6 3.0 Diesel

3.0 Diesel AWD for 5 (19" tires)

2,996

2,215, 2,235(C)

Automatic 8-speed

4

179

9.8

12.6

10.9

Scope: Individual customers and individual business owners who purchased a brand new vehicle (GV80) (excluding rented, leased, and commercial vehicles)

Drivetrain

3.0 Diesel AWD for 5 (20" tires)

2,996

2,225, 2,245(C)

Automatic 8-speed

4

184

9.7

11.9

10.6

3.0 Diesel AWD for 5 (22" tires)

2,996

2,240, 2,260(C)

Automatic 8-speed

4

184

9.7

11.9

10.6

3.0 Diesel AWD for 7 (19" tires)

2,996

2,265, 2,285(C)

Automatic 8-speed

4

179

9.8

12.6

10.9
10.6

Application period: At the time of release of a newly purchased GV80

Displacement (cc)

Service premium

Guaranteed parts

Guaranteed amount

Guarantee period* (from the effective date of membership registration)

200,000

Body (Top/Bottom/
Sides) Windshield, tires

Body: \1,800,000
Windshield: \1,000,000
Tires: \400,000

Within the coverage period
Body: 1 year or 20,000km, whichever comes first
Windshield/Tires: 1 year or 20,000km, whichever comes first

Package l

Within the coverage period
Body: 2 years or 40,000km, whichever comes first
Windshield/Tires: 1 year or 20,000km, whichever comes first

Within the coverage period
Body: 2 years or 40,000km, whichever comes first
Windshield/Tires/Lamps/Keys/Wheels: 1 year or 20,000km, whichever comes
first

Safety and security
This feature protects drivers and passengers from a wide range of accidents
and emergencies.
Package ll

320,000

Body (Top/Bottom/
Sides) Windshield, tires

Body: \1,800,000
Windshield: \1,000,000
Tires: \400,000

380,000

Body (Top/Bottom/
Sides) Windshield, tires,
lamps, keys, wheels

Body: \1,800,000
Windshield: \1,000,000
Tires: \400,000
Lamps/Keys: Actual
replacement cost
Wheels: Up to \300,000

Vehicle management
This feature updates the GPS navigation system wirelessly and
provides regular maintenance assistance and consultations remotely to
ensure proper maintenance of the vehicle.
Premium

Only repair services at Hyundai Motor Company’s directly run service centers and Bluehands are covered.
- GENESIS Connected Service Center: 1899-5100

Model

Unit: mm

1,715

※ Please refer to the GENESIS website for more details (guarantee scope, procedures, etc.).

2WD/AWD
2,996

Service availability

Maximum output (PS/rpm)

GPS Navigation
Precise real-time traffic information as well as quick and easy to use voice
activated destination setting offers a new driving experience.

1,689

Overall height (mm)

Product
Remote control
Monitor and control your vehicle via smartphone at all times.

1,110

4,945

※ Warranty services and free replacement of disposable parts are provided to both the original and subsequent owners (remaining service coverage will be transferred).

State-of-the-art GENESIS Connected Services based on wireless
telecommunications networks ensures comfort, safety, and an exhilarating
driving experience all year round. Experience unique offers available exclusively
from GENESIS Connected Services.

2,955
4,945

Diesel 3.0
Overall length (mm)

upcoming maintenance and parts replacement events
and schedules service appointments based on vehicle
mileage.

880

1,674
1,975

Maximum torque (kg·m/rpm)
Fuel tank capacity (ℓ)
Within the coverage period:
- Body: Up to 3 times (1 time per section)
- Windshield: 1 time
- Tire: 1 tire, 1 time only
- Lamps: 1 lamp, 1 time only
- Keys: 1 key, 1 time only (excludes the
card key)
- Wheels: 1 wheel, 1 time only

278/3,800

3.0 Diesel AWD for 7 (20" tires)

2,996

2,275, 2,295(C)

Automatic 8-speed

4

184

9.7

11.9

60.0/1,500 ~ 3,000

3.0 Diesel AWD for 7 (22" tires)

2,996

2290

Automatic 8-speed

4

184

9.7

11.9

10.6

80

3.0 Diesel AWD for 7 (22" tires)

2,996

2,310(C)

Automatic 8-speed

4

188

9.4

11.7

10.4

※ Curb weight (C): Curb weight of certified fuel economy with specifications of the supplement battery included in the Built-in Cam Package
Please follow the designated speed limit on the road for maximum fuel efficiency.
*The above fuel economy was calculated based on standard driving conditions. Actual fuel efficiency may vary depending on road conditions, driving style, cargo weight, maintenance conditions, and outside temperature. *Some of the photographed vehicles in this brochure depict optional features for illustrative
purposes and may differ from the actual vehicles purchased. *The features, colors, and specifications stated in this brochure are subject to change based on improvements in the vehicle’s exterior or performance. *The above engine performance data is based on the net value, which is the legal requirement
applied by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport from 1997 onwards. To produce the data, an advanced measurement method that takes into account the resistance of vehicle emissions was used. This method may generate results slightly lower than those generated by existing methods based on the
gross value. *The leather upholstery consists partially of synthetic leather. *The vehicle colors printed in this brochure may differ from the actual colors. *GENESIS models are sold by Car Masters at Hyundai Motor Company’s branches and dealers at prices uniformly applied across the country to promote fair
business practices. *The failure to use authentic parts and oil products (including engine oil and transmission fluid) recommended by Hyundai Motor Company and/or the use of defective fuel may critically damage your vehicle. *Please refer to the owner’s manual for details about new technologies and features
stated in this brochure.

The images used in this brochure are intended to enhance customer understanding and are focused on high-end models and optional features.
The features introduced in this brochure may vary by trim model, package, powertrain, and exterior color. Please refer to the monthly price table for more detailed features of each model.

2020.3.1 ~ 3.31

